
So there we were in a red hot quarry for the 1300th run, 40 Bhat beers and a short run when 
the Great Mouth calls to circle up. Now yours truly was almost naked having just showered 
and like many others were not ready, ‘er having called 10 minutes early. The result was that 
I missed the start of the circle and only got to grips when the Aussies were called in. It 
seems all the bad weather they have suffered has had an effect on Phuket Hash as Flubber 
has returned. As per usual he had to borrow money to pay his registration (never see that 
money again you sap). 
The 14th GM Scud was first in to do virgins, visitors etc the good news was that Flubber 
was a departer. One week is enough for us all to suffer. 
Next it was Barf Wader with the numbered runs, Parasol Pussy 100, Cartoon 600, and 
Ratatouille 100. 
Chastity Belt and Houdini in next for picnicking with the family and not giving Goby 
Mother a glass of the Champers that they were drinking, did she huff and puff about that. 
A game, sack race was next on the agenda and no prizes for guessing who cheated can 
Flubber do anything right. He just can’t help being a C**************. 
First Steward in Lesser Dipshit, started with the hares and then Flubber. Big Bollox for 
moaning and Jingle Balls and Clitmus Pussy for sex on the run. Once Weekly and Root 
next for the broken ankle suffered by tripping over a root. All the Cununts from Canada in 
next, too many of them seal clubbers. The young Mr Dunkley being named Shot Duck. 
Winnie the Witch and her new friend for never stopping the fondling during the circle. 
Two GMs from Shanghai in next to tell us it’s OK to kiss boys as long as they are not 
dressed as girls, sorry Wanda. 
Have had an invite to Guam but Great Mamories said it was the same time as her Birthday 
and she will do free beer. Iron Pussy on Wednesday much to the disgust of the Shanghai 
Ladies GM, it was pointed out to her that the ladies in Phuket all kept women so don’t have 
to work. 
Now started the slide in to debauchery as She had to have men Bare arsed on the ice, NaHe 
and Shot duck duly obliged. Once Weekly thanked all those that helped to get to hospital. 
Gorgeous then going on and on about the tin man till dragged out and told it was not the 
Tin man so sod Off. 
Now two more young boys on the ice just for the departing Testical Tom, sure he had a 
woody and the Gent Molester was getting very wet by this time. Took great delight in 
getting to help remove there underwear, it dose not take that long normally. 
Hash Music next, Bollox giving another good song. Glamour Model thanked the Brothers 
Bollox for making Phuket Hash infamous round the world for there music. 
JC then had his wife Paper, iced, and Flubber for sealing his shoes and trying to tell him 
they had flown out of his car with the speed he drives. Jungle Balls had Huston Basher in 
and drinking beer out of his very muddy shoes by saying they were new. Flubber in and 
telling a story, went on so long it got dark, good job he is going home. Blue Harlot told to 
dirty jokes next, very funny but not for these pages. 
At Last run master in could see the moon glinting of his bald head as good run was called. 
ON ON      Large One 
 
 
Pack 114, Virgins 8, Visitors 10, New Members2 


